Introduction to ADI

<h1>Introduction to ADI (Advanced Driving Instructors)<br /></h1><p>Looking for the
opportunity to <strong>be your own boss</strong> and <strong>choose your own working
hours?</strong> Do you want to meet new people each day and work in a comfortable,
interactive environment, with professional support and guidance in your career? ADI qualified
driving instructors enjoy all these benefits and many more.<br />Benefiting from our experience
as the market leader, <strong>certified driving instructors</strong> come from a wide variety of
different career backgrounds. Seeking a new career direction, our driving instructor trainees
include former teachers, factory workers, legal staff, trainers and lecturers. Many were
previously involved in driving, such as racing drivers, taxi and chauffeur drivers, heavy goods
vehicle (HGV) drivers and mechanics.</p><p>Most are simply looking for a fresh challenge and
an <strong>interesting new career directio</strong>n, with the freedom to be your own boss,
work your own hours and get out on the road meeting new people. As an <strong>ADI qualified
driving instructor</strong>, you will have the reward of excellent earning potential, flexible
working hours, allowing you to spend more time with your family as needed, and the invaluable
feeling of job satisfaction every time one of your students passes their driving
test.</p><h1><img src="images/stories/mg_20081127_45864.jpg" border="0" align="right"
/></h1><h1>ADI� Instructor Training�</h1><p>Whether you're new to driving instruction or
you've already had some prior training, you'll want to make sure you're getting professional
expert tuition and great value for money. If you are thinking of training to be a driving instructor,
start by checking the requirements to make sure you are eligible <br />However, before you
contact us please make sure you can meet the minimum requirements as set out by the ADI.<br
/>You must have held a driving licence for at least two years before you start training and you
must be able to pass a SAP check; have or be able to obtain a tax clearance certificate.<br />If
you have any doubts about meeting these minimum requirements you can contact ADI for
further advice.<br />�</p>
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